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Informations about the contents of the prehistoric book:
Age:  Chess is according to its data  the oldest prehistorical book of human being.
  Older than Sanskrit. Older than the Pyramids Scriptures. Volume 5.

Archäo-  By our sun the cosmos has --> influence on each human being.
Astronomy: Every planet has a prime number  and by radiation of the sun  -->  takes effect on each living creature. Volume 1.

Encyclopedia for looking up,  for discovery,  for reading and study the programming language Chess.
  Each book is 1 step  -->  till the highest aim of realization + knowledge + discovery.
           Extensive knowledge what has happened thousands of years ago. The extensive self-knowledge in the presence.

Evolution: The earth is the second inhabited planet in our planetary system.

Film:   The Chess Code-Game   is the oldest programmed Slow-Motion-Film,
        with a prehistorical course   in time-units   move-by-move. Volume 3 + 11.

Geography: The projection of the board-coordinates --> on the surface of the earth   (volume 10)
        discovers the spiral-local starting point with the prehistorical map.
        Here everybody is told, locally where the chess comes from.

History: Become history-discoverer. Find out the spiral 0 x 0 starting point. Volume 1 + 4.
  The retriever of data decrypts itself and discovers Jupiter. Here astronomy-history gets alife.
  Whether young or old:  discover which messages were sent by the chess-author many thousands years ago
       -->  to you in private encrypted message.
  Here everybody is told, temporally when the chess contents have been programmed.

Informatics: Everybody can learn to translate the prehistorical programming language.

Language: The numeral language is a programmed language without change.

Periods: The 7 periods pulsate in every person.
    The death-period gives rebirth + kills. Volume 5.

Rebirth refers to the data-rebirth of the programming language,
  whose sequence is programmed exactly with its advantages and disadvantages for all people.


